To Breakout or Not to Breakout

Have someone else take a photo of your group holding your Success/Fail signs. (You can each pick one to hold!)

Discussion Questions

Discuss as a small group.
Small Group Reflection Time

How did you contribute to your team?
Describe how another member of your team exemplified collaboration.
How did your group utilize each individual’s strengths?
What puzzles did you or your group find the most difficult?

Small Group Reflection Time

What competencies did you use in completing a breakout?
What would work “as is” in your classroom?
What would need to be modified in your classroom?
How could you make a breakout more inclusive toward your own classroom?

Large Group Discussion

How does a Breakout work?
Why play?
Who can play?
What subjects can you use these games in?
Large Group Discussion

Classroom Logistics
Lock Parking Lot
Practice Unlocking Locks
Hint Cards

What makes or breaks a Breakout?

BreakoutEDU.com
LocksApp (Android only)